Abstract-With recent breakthroughs in artificial neural networks, deep generative models have become one of the leading techniques for computational creativity. Despite very promising progress on image and short sequence generation, symbolic music generation remains a challenging problem since the structure of compositions are usually complicated. In this study, we attempt to solve the melody generation problem constrained by the given chord progression. In particular, we explore the effect of explicit architectural encoding of musical structure via comparing two sequential generative models: LSTM (a type of RNN) and WaveNet (dilated temporal-CNN). As far as we know, this is the first study of applying WaveNet to symbolic music generation, as well as the first systematic comparison between temporal-CNN and RNN for music generation. We conduct a survey for evaluation in our generations and implemented Variable Markov Oracle in music pattern discovery. Experimental results show that to encode structure more explicitly using a stack of dilated convolution layers improved the performance significantly, and a global encoding of underlying chord progression into the generation procedure gains even more.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automated music generation has always been one of the principal targets of applying AI to music. With recent breakthroughs in artificial neural networks, deep generative models have become one of the leading techniques for automated music generation [1] , and many systems have generated more convincing results than traditional rule-based methods [2] . For the examples of re-generating J.S. Bach's work alone, we have seen [3] - [5] .
Despite these promising progress, people still struggle to generate well-structured music. It is worth noting that most successful cases of automatic music compositions were limited to Bach, and at least for non-experts the structure of Bach's compositions is rather local and easy to perceive compared to many other composers. In other words, automatic composition remains a challenging problem since music structures, for most compositions, are complicated and involve long-term dependencies. To solve this problem, some studies imposed structural restrictions [6] - [8] on the final output. However, such post-processing restrictions usually conflict with the generating procedure and require tedious parameter tuning in order to make the algorithm converge. It makes more sense to embed the notion of music structure into the model architecture and generative procedure.
In this study, we chose the task in generating melody constrained by given chord progression. As discussed and practiced by [9] , the generation of music by computers is considered as music computational creativity. Solving this problem will show the importance of model choices and data representations in deep generative model. We did a systematic comparison between two main-stream approaches of handling music structure representation using two sequential representation generative models: LSTM (a type of RNN) and WaveNet (dilated temporal-CNN). The former encodes structure purely implicitly by the memory of hidden states, while the latter adds more explicit structured dependency via a larger receptive field of dilated convolutions. In terms of the dependencies between hidden variables, the relationship between LSTM and WaveNet is analogous to the one between a first-order autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model and a higherorder moving average (MA) model. From a signal processing perspective, the output signals of LSTM and ARMA models depend on both history input and output signals, while the output signals of WaveNet and MA models solely depend on history inputs. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic comparison between temporal-CNN and RNN for symbolic music application.
We focus on symbolic music generation because music structure information is richer at the composition level than the performance and acoustic level [10] . As far as we know, this is the first attempt in applying WaveNet to symbolic music generation (The name of WaveNet implies its usage on audio applications, but in theory the temporal-CNN architecture can also be used for symbolic generation). Similarly to other studies [4] [11], we use chord progression as the global input for both models and turn the task into modeling the conditional distribution of music composition given chords. We present a novel way of encoding chords and melody in a staggered representation. This effectively combines aspect of different time scales of chords and melody in music, learns simultaneously temporal delayed dependencies between melody over past and next two bars, and also learns harmonic-melodic simultaneous relations within every two bars of music. Such manipulation makes sense on a real composition scenario since in this context musicians rarely do purely-free improvisation (unconditioned generation) and almost always rely on a predefined guide (e.g. figured bass, chord progression, lead sheet, etc.) which encodes high-level music structure information.
In order to evaluate the performance of the neural model, we conducted a subjective survey to evaluate the quality of generated music. Human judgment takes into account, unconsciously, not only the local musical statistics, but also builds anticipations that keep track of long music structure, such as recognition of salient motifs and their patterns [12] . To date, most of the evaluation metrics for neural music models were done in terms of immediate prediction error, incapable of capturing longer terms salience structures. In order to be able to see how well the neurally generated music is able to learn such structure, we applied an Information Dynamics analysis developed by [13] for music pattern discovery. We applied this analysis to several musical music versus modelgenerated examples. Experimental results show that in terms of Information Dynamics ability for encoding of longer terms music structure, using dilated convolution layers improved the performance significantly. Moreover, we found that the results further improve when we incorporated the complete chord progression into the generation procedure rather than merely considering partial past chords. Our results show that repetition patterns will be found more clearly in the generation if we incorporate the global structure into our inputs.
In the next section, we present related works. We describe the methodology in Section III and show the experimental results in Section IV. We discuss several important discoveries in Section V and finally come to the conclusion in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK

A. WaveNet for Sound Generation
WaveNet [15] was first introduced by Google Deepmind as a generative model for raw audio. Since then, we have seen many follow-up studies. Most works focus on two aspects: improving the speed of WaveNet, and applying WaveNet to audio-related applications. Parallel WaveNet [17] speeds up the generation process, and Fast WaveNet [18] reduces the time complexity. WaveNet was used in many aspects of raw audio generation as auto-encoder and audio synthesizer. Applications include timbre style generator [19] , voice conversion [20] , speech synthesis [21] [22], speech enhancement [23] , cello performance synthesizer [24] , and speech denoising [25] . Most convincing results were achieved via adding conditions as an extra input. For example, the neural audio synthesizer by WaveNet auto-encoders [19] add pitch conditioning during training.
B. LSTM for Music Generation
Many music generation works by deep neural networks start with unconditional (monophonic) symbolic melody generation. The initial work [26] implemented the Back-Propagation Through Time (BPTT) algorithm and used melody and duration representation as the training input for generation. Since generation from single melody can be unstructured, follow up works usually includes conditions on chords or other musical features to guide the generation process.
With Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [27] and its advanced versions (LSTM and GRU) [28] [29] came out, longterm dependency can be captured for music generation. The work by [30] demonstrated that RNNs is capable of revealing some higher-level information in melody generation. They tested the Blues improvisation performance of LSTM by inputting note slices in real time. The work by [31] defined several measurements (Tone division, Mode, Number of Octaves, etc.) and create melody sequences by RNN by varies inspirations. The unit selection method [32] took a series of measures in music as a unit and used a deep structured semantic model (DSSM) with LSTM to predict future units, instead of directly generate essential elements like notes.
An important variation is the bidirectional architecture. DeepBach [4] introduced an innovated bidirectional RNN for music harmonization. However, the main purpose of DeepBach is harmonization, not to use bidirectional neural networks for music generation. This work inspired us to use Bi-LSTM for conditioned melody generation.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Problem Definition
For music piece of length T , given the melody until time point t (t<T ) and the chords for the whole piece, we aim to generate the melody from t to T under the chord conditioning. In other words, we have two sequences for the input, the melody sequence and the conditioning sequence. During the generation process, the chord condition is given at each time step for a guiding purpose, and the final output shall both keep the melodic flow and interacts with chords.
Such conditioned generation problem is shown in Fig. 1 . The black notes M 1:t and C 1:T represent all the inputs. The blue notes M t+1:T represent the predicted sequence. The upper track is the melody track, and the lower track is the chord track. The conditional probability distribution for one-way model is defined as:
where m i is the generated melody at time step i, c i is the condition at time step i. 
B. Data Representation
For LSTM, we represent the input as a vector V , which consists of two one-hot vectors M and C, representing melody and chord respectively.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the bottom is the original symbolic file in music score. On top of Fig. 2 , the two tracks are the representation of vector sequences with melody part and chord part. Note that the signs in the right side do not represent the actual order in the representation. We use a T ×155 dimension vector (130 dimensions for melody and 25 dimensions for chord) to represent a piece of the music with the number of time steps denoted as T . In the melody vector M , the 130 dimensions include pitch, duration, and the rest sign. We use holding state and rest state mentioned in [33] . The first 128 dimensions in M represents pitch value from 0 to 127. Dimension 129 is the rest state, which implies that the note is empty. The last dimension is the holding state, which represents the duration of the previous pitch.
Similar to the melody vector M , the first 24 dimensions in chord vector C represent the most common 12 major chords and 12 minors chords regardless of the inversion (i.e. different root note in one chord). The last dimension is the none chord sign NC. For a chord that is not in the most common 24 chords, we match it to one of the most common chords that share the largest number of same pitches. For example, Cmajor7 (C7) matches C-major, C-minor7 (Cm7) matches Cminor and C-augment (Caug) matches C-major. The chord vector C does not have the holding state since melody generation is more related to chord value than duration. For the WaveNet model, the melody vector M has dimension T × 128. Each channel represents a pitch, and the lowest pitch 0 means a rest. If the pitch value is the same in two or more consecutive time steps, we consider them as a sustaining note. For the condition vector, we hash all chords into 24 types, and the chord input is a one-hot vector over the hash table. Each input chord vector C has the shape T ×25 (the additional channels means NC), where the number of time steps T is the same as the corresponding melody vector.
C. LSTM Architecture
In our LSTM model, we start with a one-way model and further develop it into a bidirectional one. As present above, we adapt our data to fit into both the unidirectional model and the bidirectional model.
LSTM is consists of four gates: a cell gate c, an input gate i, an output gate o and a forget gate f :
The detailed structure of our bidirectional LSTM model is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The left is the input layer followed by 7-layer bidirectional LSTM layers and the fully connected layer. To speed up convergence, we referred to [34] and use the skipconnection in all recurrent layers except the first one, which is shown on the right side.
One thing must be noticed is that the difference between the unidirectional and the bidirectional LSTM model lies in the amount of chord information. In the unidirectional model, we have only previous chord progression when generating the current note. However, the bidirectional model allows us to add the whole chord progression (i.e. the global structure) to the generation procedure. In that, the conditional probability for bidirectional LSTM model should be revised as:
We should note that the chord condition c 1 , ..., c T is different from the one-way formula c 1 , ..., c i . The bidirectional model takes the complete chord progression as the condition.
D. WaveNet Architecture
WaveNet proposed to use a stack of dilated temporal convolution layers [16] for sequential prediction. The original paper also introduced the conditioning feature to guide music generation. For instance, the model can add personal information as a global condition to generate speech from certain people.
We propose to apply WaveNet to symbolic music generation. The unconditioned model with the input melody vector m, and the activation function in dilation layer k is:
where * represents a dilated convolution operator, W f,k and W g,k are the learnable parameters in the convolution layer, and is a piecewise multiplication operator. We generate melody with conditioning on chords. We add the embedded chord vector as local conditioning in WaveNet. The activation function at layer k, with the embedded chord condition vector c and the melody vector m: (10) where the first * in both parentheses represents a dilated convolution operator with W f,k and W g,k as the learnable parameters. The second * in both parentheses represent a 1*1 convolutional layer, with V f,k and V g,k as the learnable parameters. We model the chord conditioning vector as the same length with the melody tensor. In this way, we assign chord to the melody sequence at each time step for monitoring purpose. Conditioning on chords guide the music generation process to include more musical structures, which improves the quality of generated music. The overall architecture and a stack of dilated convolutions is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 .
For all models, we use the cross-entropy loss between the generation melody and original sample melody as the loss function.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
We use the Nottingham Database [35] , which consists of 941 folk songs, and each contains both melody and chords. We use 631 songs for training and use data augmentation, switching all the available songs to 12 major(or minor) tonalities, on the training set.
We normalized all the music files to a fixed 120 bpm (beats per minute) to make better alignments in data. We set the frame size to be 1/16 beat(i.e. 0.5/16=0.03125 second) to sample most songs without any quantization error. In the case of triplets, our rule is to set them to be uneven durations. For example, a 5/16 + 6/16 + 5/16 group, we turn such groups back to ternary rhythmic patterns when we convert them to piano score.
B. Survey
We conducted a survey on audiences to compare the performance of the three proposed models (LSTM, Bi-LSTM, and WaveNet). During the survey, each audience listened to 3 groups of music pieces. Each group contains 3 samples generated by 3 models from a same piece of melody (3 x 3 = 9 samples in total). All samples contain 20 beats of original music followed by 20 beats of computer-generated music. After listening to each sample, audiences were asked to grade it in a continuous scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high). Namely, the final grade considers the following three criteria: 1. Interactivity: Do the chords and melodies interact with each other well? 2. Complexity: Are the notes pattern complex enough to express the theme? 3. Structure: Can you notice some repetitions, forwards, variations in the sample?
C. Hypothesis Test
We performed the ANOVA [36] and two-sample t-test on all pairs of different models.
The null hypothesis of ANOVA is that there is no difference in performance between the three models. Formally:
the alternative hypothesis is that:
The null hypothesis of the t-test is that there is no difference in performance between the two test models. Formally:
D. Survey Evaluation
A total of n = 106 people (42 females and 64 males) have completed the survey. 69.81% of them has experiences in music. The aggregated results are shown in Table 1 and Fig.  6 . Below is the result table for the within-ANOVA test and the T-tests.
We see that all p-values are smaller than 0.05. Therefore, the performance difference between the three models on conditioned melody generation is statistically significant .
In Fig. 6 , the height of the bars represent the means of the ratings, and the error bars represent the mean squared error (MSE).
WaveNet performs better than the unidirectional LSTM model. This result implies that the explicit dependency in dilated convolutions performs better than the implicit dependency in LSTM. The bidirectional LSTM is even better than WaveNet, and in our tests it is the best model. This result shows that embedding future chords in encoder largely improves the model performance. We will discuss the results further in Section V.
E. Pattern Discovery by VMO
We implemented Variable Markov Oracle from [13] to illustrate disparities of models in generating music patterns and repetition structures.
The Variable Markov Oracle data structure can detect the repeated suffixes, or music patterns within a time series. Given a symbolic sequence Q = q 1 , q 2 , ..., q T , the VMO carries three kinds of links: forward link, suffix link(sfx) and reverse suffix Fig. 7 by [13] , an example of the VMO structure in a symbolic signal sequence is provided. Solid arrows represent forward links and dashed arrows are suffix links. The visualization in the bottom part shows how the repetition parts are detected. We synthesized our generative and original midi files to waves for comparisons. We set the sample rate to 44.1 kHz and implemented short-time Fourier transform(stf t) to get the spectrogram. Then the chromagram is obtained by folding the spectrogram into the 12 pitch classes depending on the energy. As shown in Fig. 8 , the chromagrams of samples with the same beginning (10 seconds) are provided. From the top graph to the bottom one, each shows the original sample, bidirectional LSTM sample, unidirectional LSTM sample and the WaveNet sample.
We calculated the Information Rate (IR) [14] to determine the distance threshold θ. Two symbols in a time series O are assigned to be the same if
Extremely high or low θ will make VMO incapable of capturing enough patterns. As shown in Fig. 9 , the horizontal axis denotes θ and the vertical axis denotes IR. A threshold is chosen (red lines) by locating the maximum IR value.
Finally, the patterns discovered by VMO in one samples group are shown in Fig. 10 . The horizontal axis denotes the time frames and the vertical axis denotes the patterns. Graphs clearly show the disparities in different models. We will discuss these results further in Section V.
V. DISCUSSION
A. VMO Analysis
VMO analysis is able to detect the motifs themselves as repeated patterns of notes, since it finds repetitions using approximately matching suffix search. The plot of these motifs over time (and sub-motifs when the lines overlap vertically) allows visual inspection of such structures. The higher level repetitions also exists in the arrangement of motifs themselves, as shown in Fig. 10 by the boxes. Since each VMO analysis optimizes the threshold of similarity for approximate suffix matching, the motifs shown in the first part of each improvisation appear slightly different. Also, the system takes into consideration also the later motif structure and adjusts its sensitivity so as to produce the most informative representation of the overall information in each piece.
B. LSTM
We found that music generated by LSTM model have great potential in repeating patterns. Fig. 10 shows that the unidirectional LSTM model appears a few repetitions (blue boxes), while the bidirectional LSTM model has more pattern repetitions within the time frames (red boxes and yellow boxes indicate that). Benefit from the short-term memory structure and the explicit input, it is natural for the LSTM model to capture innate structures in the dataset.
Moreover, we noticed that music generated by bidirectional LSTM is more stable and sensitive to chord changes compared to unidirectional LSTM. Fig. 11 shows an example, where the top system represents bidirectional LSTM model and the bottom system represents unidirectional LSTM model. We see that though both models can generate notes segments (of a measure) following the current chord, one-way model fails to take the chord progression as a whole. The generated note sequence tends to be more unstable, smooth, and musical for bidirectional LSTM. This is probably because the generation process includes upcoming chords as a global-structural restriction.
The computational complexity of the LSTM model per layer is O(nd 2 ), where n is the music sequence length and d is the dimension of the input. Since we implemented the chord progression condition as 25-dimension input, the extra cost of our LSTM models is reflected by the increment of dimension d. In practice, we did not see a problem of training efficiency.
C. WaveNet
We found that WaveNet model is able to learn some interesting rhythmic patterns. Fig. 12 shows an example, where the top staff is the (original) input sample, and the bottom staff is the generated notes. We see that both the input and output sequence contain repeated ternary rhythm patterns. Note that the grouping of triplet never breaks up. Since the step size of the generation procedure is very small, the model must have an internal long-term structural representation to capture such a rhythmic pattern.
We argue that such representation comes from the explicit architectural of music structure by the stack of dilated temporal convolution layers. As shown in Fig. 4 , the first layer connections can be seen as the rhythmic relationship between 1/16 beat and 1/8 beat, the second layer connections reveal the Fig. 12 . Generated music learns the rhythm pattern.
relationship between 1/8 beat and 1/4 beat, and so on so forth. In other words, the stack of dilated layers happens to agree with the hierarchical rhythmic structure of music composition. At least from the perspective of rhythm generation, WaveNet is more suitable for symbolic music generation than acoustic generation since sounds involve less hierarchical structures.
Although dilated temporal-CNN can improve the performance significantly rhythmically, it loses some structural features in the real-world music pieces. As shown in Fig. 10 , it has neither the obvious repetition throughout the whole music nor the echo among music phrases. Also, unfortunately, the current WaveNet architecture is restricted to one-way music generation. It would be great to develop a bidirectional WaveNet, combining the power of explicit structure modeling and global chord conditions.
The computational complexity of dilated temporal-CNN (WaveNet) per layer is O(knd 2 ), where k is the kernel size, n is the music sequence length and d is the dimension of the input. Similarly to the analysis of LSTM models, the increment of dimension d by the implementation of chord progression condition will not affect the training efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we compared two representative models for conditioned symbolic music generation. In the model design, we first modified WaveNet for symbolic music generation. Then, we proposed bidirectional structures in the LSTM model and further improved the performance. We conducted a subjective evaluation in our experiments, which let subjects to judge the generated samples by interactivity, complexity, and structure. We conducted Information Dynamics analysis using Variable Markov Oracle in order to capture the effect of different neural models on encoding of longer terms music structure. Such structure is important for human appreciation of music as explained by anticipation theories of music [37] . We were able to analyze the results using motif visualization technique that reveals salient repetition structures in the original versus generated output. The result shows that two critical factors largely improve the model performance: 1) a stack of dilated convolution layers which explicitly encodes the structural dependency of melody sequence, and 2) the incorporation of chord progression as a global structure constraint. In the future, we plan to combine these two factors and develop a bidirectional WaveNet for music generation.
